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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Welcome to the magical world of alebrijes! Alebrijes
are legendary, brightly coloured, imaginary creatures which take elements from many different
animals, such as cats, fish, dragons, and dogs with bird s feet and bat s wings. Alebrijes were first
created by Pedro Linares Lopez, an artist from Mexico. The story begins as far back as 1936 when
Linares fell terribly ill and while falling in and out of consciousness he dreamed many incredible,
amazing dreams. In these dreams, he found himself walking in a forest, and came across some
strange, fantastic creatures that kept chanting, alebrije, alebrije, alebrije. In Spanish, alebrijes is
pronounced al - ay - bree - hez. Pedro was very lucky, and made a miraculous recovery. When he
became strong and healthy again, he decided to bring the creatures he met in his dream to life in
paintings and sculptures. The original sculptures of alebrijes were made of paper mache, clay and
carved wood, brightly painted by hand in all shapes and sizes. Alebrijes are fun, and in this
colouring book there are 40 original alebrijes illustrations for...
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Reviews
These sorts of pdf is the greatest pdf available. It really is writter in simple words and never di icult to understand. I am just very easily could get a delight
of studying a written ebook.
-- Mr . Allen Ca ssin
The best book i actually go through. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Pr of. Gr eg Her z og
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